The Profile of Critical Thinking Skill Students in XI Grade of Senior High School
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Abstract— The development of the 21st century requires learners to have a sophisticated knowledge insight in the era of global competition. The 21st-century generation must master high-order thinking skills. One of them is critical thinking skills. Critical thinking skills are skills that learners must possess. This study aims to analyze the profile of students’ critical thinking skills with purposive sampling technique. Participants of this study were 234 students of class XI SMA Negeri (Public Senior High School) Academic Year 2016-2017. The test is in essay form that is tailored to the indicator of critical thinking skills according to Facione. Data were analyzed by a qualitative descriptive method. Based on the results of data analysis that students' critical thinking skills were still categorized as low. The percentage obtained from result of analysis about essay test that used got average mean value of interpretation aspect equal to 46.03% with low category, analysis aspect 60.20% with medium category, evaluation aspect equal to 42.82% with low category, aspect of inference is 40.16% with low category, explanation aspect 53.65% with low category, and self-regulation aspect 32.20% with low category. It was caused students got difficult for classifying, coding, categorizing, reviewing ideas, assessing arguments, analyzing arguments, assessing questions and assessing arguments, asking for evidence, alternative allegations, drawing conclusions, stating outcomes, justifying procedures, presenting arguments and self-examinations, corrections self. The results of this study provide information about the profile of students' critical thinking skills so that teachers are expected to be able to design the process of learning activities, develop a specific subject of pedagogy with innovative learning models that can empower students' critical thinking skills.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, critical thinking skills have been the primary focus of education [1]. Education as a key instrument of one's personal qualities development can be a valuable intellectual resource for a nation [2]. The importance of developing students' critical thinking skills in education [3]. Expanding the potential to become a resource for future learning extensively [3]. The development of critical thinking skills is one of the critical elements of science literacy [4]. To train and develop critical thinking skills is a crucial factor in student academic performance [5].

Critical thinking is one of the essential skills in our daily lives to face the challenge of survival. On a day-to-day basis, people are faced with decisions that require reasoning, understanding, interpreting, analyzing and evaluating information. A process that involves critical thinking as it will enable one to make reliable and valid decisions, act ethically, and be able to adapt to changes in a particular environment [6]. According to Ennis (2011), critical thinking is to focus on logical thinking in making a decision what should be trusted and done the process of intellectual discipline [7]. Critical thinking skills are an intellectual process actively and skillfully conceptualize, apply, analyze, synthesize, evaluate information gathered and produced by observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, communication, as a guide to beliefs and actions [8,9]. Critical thinking is the primary thought process for analyzing arguments and generating insight into the meaning of particularity associated with directed thinking [10]. By learning science, students are expected training in solving a problem. Skills solving existing problems can be enhanced by training students' critical thinking skills [11]. Critical thinking skills are important to help one's self-potential, developing talent, concentrating and focusing a problem [12].

According to Facione (2011) critical thinking consists of six aspects of indicators namely interpretation, analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation and self-regulation [9]. Developing students' critical thinking skills depends on the frequency of activities and exercises because each student has different critical thinking skills. Science lessons in schools show that theoretical still, learning strategies are still teacher-centered, learners during the learning process have not been actively involved so that less chance to construct their knowledge through experience and less developing the potential of empowering critical thinking skills. Based on this background, this study aims to analyze the profile of the critical thinking skills of students at Public Senior High School in Kediri.

II. METHODS

This research was conducted by using a descriptive qualitative method with a purposive sampling technique. Participants were all research sample of XI class students in a state senior high school in Kediri, amounting to 234 students. The test instrument was analyzed by using a quest program that obtained a mean test score of 15.20, the standard deviation value of 5.17 with reliability internal consistency 0.79. The test instrument in the form of an essay adapted to the critical thinking skill indicator according to Facione (2011) consists of interpretation aspects with sub-skills, i.e., categorization, codification significance, classifying meaning [9]. Aspects of analysis with sub-skill that is studying idea, detecting argument, argument analysis. Aspects of evaluation with sub skills assessing questions and
assessing arguments. Aspects of inference with sub-skills are asking for proof, alternative allegations, concluding. Aspects of explanation with sub-skills that states the results, justify the procedure, presents arguments and aspects of self-regulation with sub-skills of self-examination, self-correction.

Each indicator of critical thinking skills is explored with one problem. The tests used in the analysis of critical thinking skills use the subject matter that students have already obtained. Item test based on the indicator of critical thinking skill according to Facione (2011) included interpretation, analysis aspect, evaluation aspect, inference aspect, explanation aspect and self-regulation aspect [9]. Data analysis conducted is qualitatively based on the data obtained. Data is organized, sorted, grouped and categorized according to Miles and Huberman Models, i.e., data reduction, display data, and conclusion drawing/verification.

Data in the form of a critical thinking skill test scores were analyzed using an assessment according to the assessment rating instrument provided rubric tool. The scores of test answers are given a score range of 1-4 for each item, and the total number of student scores for each question is summed then divided by the maximum total score (the number of students multiplied by the maximum score) and multiplied by one hundred percent. The score is analyzed per indicator or aspect with qualitative descriptive formula. Descriptive formula percentage is as follows.

\[
\text{Amount of Score Achievement} = \frac{\text{Scores per indicator}}{\text{Maximum Score Total}} \times 100\%
\]

The result of critical thinking skill analysis is then displayed in percentage form, then categorized based on criteria limitation. Criteria score category as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Scale</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86%-100%</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76%-85%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%-75%</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-59%</td>
<td>Less/Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54%</td>
<td>Very Less/Very Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After analyzed with descriptive technique percentage then the data are described qualitatively and made conclusions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the data obtained from the research are presented in Fig. 1. Fig.1 shows that students have the lowest critical thinking skills on self-regulation aspect of 38.20%. The question presents the phenomena of life around. Of 61, 80% of students in answering the description of the phenomenon is still less accurate and precise.

Contrarily, the presentation of the phenomenon is close to the daily life of the students. It is due to self-examination and self-correction of students is less.

According to Facione (2011) self-regulation of self-awareness monitors self-cognition, elements used in thought processes and developed outcomes, especially applying analytical skills, evaluating self-ability to conclude with questions, confirmation, validation, and correction [9]. Self-regulation is the ability of individuals to ensure that they are or have not been involved in critical thinking skills in monitoring personal cognitive activities [13]. Fundamental factors in capacity building, understanding focus, and self-regulated students will better understand [14-16]. Having a role helps students manage their thoughts, emotions, and behaviors to successfully guide, guide learning experiences in achieving goals [17].

The critical aspect of critical thinking receives the second lowest percentage is the inference of 40.16%. The results are low due to lack of skills in asking alternative allegations to make conclusions that are still low and unfamiliar. The inference is a skill to identify and select the elements necessary to form a reasonable conclusion or to form a hypothesis concerning relevant information and to reduce the consequences of data, questions, principles, evidence, judgments, beliefs, opinions, concepts, descriptions, questions or any other form of representation. The conclusion aspect has three sub-skills: 1) asking for proof, 2) alternative guesswork and 3) concluding [9,18]. Students with inferred skills are more experienced or competent in the drawing, concluding, forming allegations or hypotheses according to reality, principles, evidence, judgments, beliefs, concepts, descriptions, questions, or other forms of representation [13]. The test results data show that there are still many students who have not been able to conclude the results correctly.
The third lowest critical thinking aspect indicator is an evaluation of 42.82% with the low category. It is because students have difficulty and are less able to judge the credibility of statements and inquiries, causing the percentage of evaluation indicators to be low. Evaluation is a skill to assess the credibility of other questions or presentations by assessing or describing a person's perception, experiences, situations, decisions, beliefs, and assessing the logic power of normal inferential relationships or actual inferential relationships between statements, descriptions, questions or forms of representational representation other. The evaluation aspect has two sub-skills, i.e., assessing the question and assessing the argument [9]. Students with evaluation skills have more experience in assessing the validity of the questions, representations and assess the logical strength of statements or questions [13].

The fourth lowest critical thinking aspect indicator is a 46.03% interpretation with the low category. The results are low. This is possible because students are less able and have difficulty in categorizing, coding and classifying meaning. Interpretation is a skill in understanding, expressing the meaning of varied experiences, situations, data, events, decisions, conversions, beliefs, rules, procedural or criteria. Aspects of interpretation include three sub-skills among others; 1) categorization, 2) signification of coding and 3) clarifying meaning [9]. Students with interpretive skills are more competent in understanding, expressing the meaning of experiences, beliefs, rules, data during learning activities [13].

The fifth lowest critical thinking aspect indicator is an explanation of 53.65% with the low category. It is because students are less adept at declaring results, justifying procedures and presenting arguments. This result is consistent with studies suggesting that some cases of students lack clarity, criticality, and skill present an unfavorable argument [19,20]. The explanation is a skill to express the outcome of a person's balance process, the ability to justify that reason based on evidence, concepts, methodology, a specific criterion and reasonable judgment, and the ability to present a person's reason for a convincing argument. The critical aspect has three sub-skills consisting of; 1) states the results, 2) justifies the procedure and 3) presents the argument [9].

The highest score is the analysis reached 60.20%. It is because students are less than optimal in reviewing ideas, detecting arguments and argument analysis. It is a skill to identify the true intentions of the conclusion in the relationship between questions, concepts, descriptions or forms of questions expected to express trust, decision, experience, reason, information or opinion. Aspects of analysis have three sub-skills namely; 1) studying ideas, 2) detecting arguments and 3) argument analysis [9,21]. Students who have competency analysis are more competent and able to identify inferential relationships, actual between statements, questions, concepts, and descriptions in expressing beliefs, judgments, experiences, reasons, and information [13].

Overall average score acquisition of critical thinking skills acquired 46.85% with the low category. Student indications are found at low levels of critical thinking skills [22]. Critical thinking skills of low students are affected by less activity, exercise, limited resources, the time-limiting environment in developing critical thinking skills [23]. Many students memorize, little thought and little mastery of the concept other than that basic knowledge is less so students cannot solve the problem [24]. It can be caused by other factors that affect [2]. The first factor, the level of quantity and quality of education among the countries of origin of the instrument of critical thinking skills aspects developed. United Stated developed countries and developing countries of Indonesia. The United States is a developed country with a high level of internationalization, educational standards, superior and excellent quality of education which is an important contextual factor that cannot be ignored compared to Indonesia as a developing country.
country [25]. Based on an indication of the assessment of the 2015 International Program for Student Assessment (PISA), United States’ critical thinking skill score reached 496 while Indonesia achieved only a score of 403 [26].

The second factor, the critical thinking skills used is a new type of matter for students so that students are less familiar with the types of questions. Type of matter problem that developed almost all pertained dimension aspects of critical thinking skills which included higher thinking skills. It is in line with the study which states that students’ critical thinking skills have an uneven difference. There is still an outcome of the indicators of critical thinking skills with low achievement scores [4]. The third factor, many students who have little knowledge of science and experience, are less able to acquire and merely transfer content thinking skills. Students gain an understanding but fail to connect knowledge [27]. Therefore, knowledge science with learning strategies to stimulate and facilitate the students to dig, build skills critically understandable when students engage in active participation in learning and learning [28]. Actively involve students in the inquiry information, the application of knowledge, encourage students throughout the process and modeling the behavior of productive thinking and explicit in empowering critical thinking skills [24,29].

The result of the acquisition of the sixth score state indicator of critical thinking skills difference between the difference in achievement scores lowest and the highest was 22%. The gap between the ideal maximum score of 100% and a minimum of implementation less than 50% so need to be used as an evaluation of the process in organizing learning activities that can facilitate, develop and strengthen students’ critical thinking skills. Curriculum 2013 that the current in all levels of educational units scrutinize students to master high-level skills [30]. Teachers can utilize the learning and teaching of integrated critical thinking skills [31]. In conformity with the objectives of the curriculum in 2013 that implement student-centered learning strategies using innovative learning models such as inquiry, project-based learning, problem based learning, etc. The expectation increases critical thinking skills students obtain optimal alignment results well in every aspect of critical thinking skills indicators [4]. Teachers must have a clear foothold orientation in designing and organizes education as develop, construct and design a specific subject pedagogy with models of innovative learning to achieve the requirements in developing, empowering critical thinking skills of students as well as an essential step toward improving the overall education [32-34]

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of data analysis can be concluded that the critical thinking skills of XI grade student of the State Senior High School are still categorized as low. Students have a low level of understanding of critical thinking skills. Teachers are expected to develop and design the Specific Subject Pedagogy (SSP) with innovative learning models that can empower students’ critical thinking skills.
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